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esident go by.’ ‘Not now,' Osweve®™ 

Hmmm...a story sneaks out that a black man with a 

Oswald on the sixth floor and said ‘Let's go down and watch the Pr 
responded. ‘Just send the elevator back up." 
criminal record is gonna implicate Oswald; a report is written indicating that this man is Charles Givens that he will change his story for money, 

QQ 

ns 
and that he really doesn't know anything; a thoroughly-biased rS article then appears in a prominent magazine citing Givens as the source of previously undisclosed RL information, information that is extremely damaging to Oswald; this info, further ai with Givens' sworn testimony months later. From this one might gather Life paid 

that he lied to them, or that someone paid or pressured Givens to lie to the 

more, is inconsistent 

Givens for his story, and 

ne can not reasonably r assert or assume his cloudy memory suddenly became clear, Sy ao 
ae 
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: Adding to the mystery surrounding Givens' sudden change of mind is thelfact that only a few hours after’ = X Givens testified Dallas Police inspector 3, Herbert Sawyer testified about the events leading up to his ) putting out an APB for someone matching Oswald's description (4H315-325).,.and that his words is. Q\appeared to confirm Givens’ story. When asked if he'd put out’an APB for anyone besides the white : 2 pale observed in the sniper's nest, he replied "There is another broadcast in there somewhere, though. vi vil Lg ppt out another description on the colored boy that Worked in that department...He is one that had a 
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€vious record in the narcotics, and he was supposed to have been a 
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witness to the man being on that loor. He was supposed to have been a witness‘to dswald being there." He was then asked if this man was Charles Givens, and replied "Yes, I think that is the name, and I put out a description on him." When asked the vital question of how he found out Givens d seen Oswald, he replied: "Somebody told =ynie that. Somebody came to me with the information. again, that particular party, whoever it was, I yr Bon't know. I remember that a deputy sheriff came up ito me who had been over taking these affidavits, | fiat I sent them over there, and he came over from the sheriff's office with a picture and a description of YI i this colored boy and he said that he Was supposed to have worked at the Texas Book Depository, and he f was the one employee who was missing, or he was missing from the building. He wasn't accounted for, and that he was suppose to have some information about the man that did the shooting." MA 
Well, this is peculiar. Who was this "somebody" who knew that Givens had seen Oswald? Givens had not , come back in the building and talked to anyone after the shooting. Therefore, it must have been y Someone who'd talked to him after he'd come down from the sixth floor, but before he left the 4 a | duilding...someone who'd spoken to the Dallas police on 11-22, or who'd spoken to someone who'd poken to the police. This person could very well be James Jarman. While Jarman did not sign an w /affidavit until 11-23, he undoubtedly spoke to his boss Roy Truly (who spent a considerable amount of W F time 

went missing. (When Jarman testified on 3-24-64, he was not asked about any conversations with Givens.) Perhaps Givens had told Jarman that Oswald had asked for someone to send the elevator back ow ,UD for him when the \ sixth floor crew came down for lunch. And that no one had done so. Perhaps Givens Vs ped mentioned going back up to the sixth floor to get his cigarettes, and his seeing Oswald still up there. 
xX But I doubt it. It seems highly unlikely that the Warren Commission, desperate to prove that Oswald had 4p stayed up on the sixth floor during his lunch period , would fail to provide a corroborating witness for Givens’ latter-day story that he saw Oswald at 5 to 12, should there have been one. It appears, ide therefore, that Jarman--or whomever--remembered Givens saying that he saw Oswald just before he came down with the others, and not th 
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at he saw him after going back up for cigarettes, Sawyer's (5 
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